Fashion a Fish
Study Units
Aquatic Life, The World in a Pond

Supplemental Information
This is an excellent way to introduce students of all ages to the concepts of adaptation since it links
adaptations of animals to their habitats. The activities “Designing a Habitat” and “Fishy Who’s Who”
are great extensions to this activity.

Teaching Suggestions
Use this activity to lead into “Fishy Who’s Who.”

Evaluation
See the Student Worksheet

Student Materials
Student Worksheets: Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3
Answers to student worksheets:
Level 1: right, left, left
Level 2: left, right, left
Level 3: Numbers 1-4 adaptations and their advantages are listed in the activity narrative in the
Aquatic WILD Guide. Other answers will vary.

Teacher Aids
See Additional Materials

Additional Materials
•
•

Iowa Fish ID Guide. 2015. Des Moines: Iowa Department of Natural Resources. (Contact the
Iowa WILD office on how to order.)
Iowa Department of Natural Resources: Iowa Fish Species

Fashion a Fish: Student Worksheet Level 1

Circle the fish with up and down stripes, the one that can hide in plants.

Circle the fish with a flat shape for living on the bottom.

Circle the fish that you couldn’t see very well from above.

Fashion a Fish: Student Worksheet Level 2

Circle the fish whose eggs would more likely be covered by soil settling out of the water.

Circle the fish that is shaped to move around on the bottom of ponds and lakes.

Circle the fish that probably eats other fish.

Fashion a Fish: Student Worksheet Level 3
1. List two adaptations of a fish mouth. What is an advantage of each?

2. List two different fish shapes and give an advantage of each.

3. List two kinds of coloration in fish and give an advantage of each.

4. List two ways fish reproduce and give an advantage of each.

5. Draw an animal (on the back of the paper) adapted to live on your school grounds. Include
adaptations for the mouth, shape, coloration, and reproduction. These will depend on what it
eats and what it uses for shelter. Describe the adaptations of your fish and the advantage of
each on a separate piece of paper.

